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‡1 British Neptune-Disaster File Recovered
NOAO-DIO Preservation Project Succeeds
Long-Hidden RGO File on 1846 Planet-Chase: Safe At Last
Adams’ Final Prediction Missed by Over Ten Degrees
Britain’s “Discoverer”: Perfect Simp or Conniving Babe?
French mathematical astronomer Urbain Leverrier’s amazing 1846/9/23 discovery of
the giant planet Neptune “with the point of his pen”1 is the grandest legend in the long history
of astronomy. From tiny, nearly invisible deviations in the orbit of Uranus, he induced by
refined gravitational mathematics the position of Uranus’ perturber — the then-unknown
planet Neptune — and published its celestial longitude in the journal of the French Academy
on 1846/8/31; 23 days later, Neptune was found telescopically at the Berlin Observatory,
upon Leverrier’s written request, within one degree of the very spot predicted.
Leverrier’s success culminated a year of the most delicate and intensive mathematical labor (starting no later than 1845 Sept); but his 1846 glory was immediately sullied
by a peculiar, entirely post-discovery-published claim of prior prediction by University
of Cambridge mathematician John Couch Adams, a claim publicly backed by the ultimo
Astronomer Royal, Geo. Airy. Over a century later, the Adams claim became even ichthier:
soon after DR asked (1967-1969) Airy’s modern successor as Astronomer Royal for permission to examine the British file on the case, the whole file was “stolen”. We will call
this long-gone key resource the “RGON” (Royal Greenwich Observatory’s Neptune) file.
DIO was the first (and is still the only) journal to reveal (1992 & 1994) that the “thief”2
was in truth the then-recent Chief Ass’t to the Astronomer Royal, Australian Richard
Woolley, and was Woolley’s closest professional confidante (who had by this time become
Director of Australia’s Mt. Stromlo Observatory). All of which raised the obvious question:
was the RGON file’s disappearance related to possibly-embarrassing contents? (Obvious
point: no one person can protect a file from unrestricted access for a century and a half —
yet the ultra-sensitive RGON file has been so sheltered.)
In late 1998, the former Chief Ass’t died. And, lo, the RGON file was found among his
effects by Nick Suntzeff (NOAO), as DIO first learned from Owen Gingerich. (Gingerich,
while recognizing the British establishment to be obsessively secretive, is going along with
that establishment’s position that the file’s longtime unavailability to historians was just
an accident.) British scholars were very shy of talking about the matter, but several DIO
probes by phone gradually pieced together the situation sufficiently that we were able to
approach NOAO (National Optical Astronomy Observatories) with reliable knowledge that
the longlost file now resided (in diplomatic limbo) at NOAO’s Chilean observatory.
Upon DIO’s detailed-fax 1999/4/29 appeal, NOAO extraordinarily xeroxed the file
there (Cerro Tololo) and sent three copies via diplomatic bag to NOAO headquarters in
1
The just-right appreciation declared (Comptes Rendus 23:660; 1846/10/5), in the afterglow of the
moment of discovery, by topflight physicist & Paris Observatory head F. Arago.
2
RGO defenders are saying he didn’t really steal. (If taking a unique, 32 y -sought file for the rest of
your long life isn’t theft, what is?) DIO holds (§L) that the Chief Ass’t (formerly OSS-CIA) didn’t take
the file on his own. This is disputed by establishmentarians largely on the ground that he took other
RGO material as well. But the timing (DB §C2) of & varying cover stories (DB §I1) for the removal
of the ORIGINALS of the Neptune file AND (§L6) the RGO list of its contents (in a xerox era: compare
DB §D10), smells like the old RGO’s wish to hide the messy truth underlying its Neptune-fumbling
farce. Whatever ingenious alibis & diversionary tactics are generated, the fact is: there’s been no other
decade-long public call for any other entire missing RGO file. (A call begun not by DR but by fresh
RGO archivist Adam Perkins in 1987 and by Ian Ridpath, who wrote the 1988/1 Popular Astronomy
notice quoted at DB §B.) In fairness to England, it should be noted that the former Chief Ass’t (though
long a high official in British and British Commonwealth astronomy) was born in the US, not the UK.
[Note added 2003. He stole parts of Airy DSB entry verbatim from Airy autobio. More “accident”?]
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Tucson, one to be kept at the NOAO library (Mary Guerrieri), two for transmission directly
from Tucson to DIO (Baltimore and Cal Tech branches: DR and Myles Standish, resp).
The NOAO effort was not in vain. The file’s contents throw crucial new light upon
British maneuvering (before and after discovery) as well as the Univ Cambridge principals’
fingerpointing after losing the planet to foreigners. Among the most remarkable new
finds: [a] From the outset, the Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO) had inside knowledge
of Leverrier’s Uranus project (fn 69), [b] Airy privately hinted that he regarded Adams’
generating post-discovery alibis (for not publishing his results) as “conniving” in falsehoods
(§J8). [c] Adams is reported (§H11) to have been reluctant to publish his results even many
weeks after the discovery. [d] Adams’ very-little-known large error (about 12◦ ) in his final
pre-discovery prediction of Neptune’s place (a prior DIO revelation: §G1, Rawlins 1992W
fn 55) is specifically proven (and is the subject of a regretful explanation by Adams: §G3).
In the article that follows, unashamedly-ubiquitous references to our three previous DIO
discussions of the Neptune affair (all published before the RGON file’s recent recovery)
are merely intended to permit our readers’ efficiently-precise consultation of these detailed
analyses & data. For convenience, these publications will be abbreviated below as DA
(Rawlins 1992W), DB (Rawlins 1994N), and DC (DIO 7.1 ‡5 §A).
Notes of Thanks:
DIO’s fateful 1999/4/29 faxed request to NOAO, asking for the creation of a safetybackup copy of this invaluable file — so long elusive and so often bowdlerized — was
supported by prominent interested parties, e.g., Cal Tech’s JPL (Myles Standish), Univ
Alberta (Robert W. Smith), AAAS’ Science (Eliot Marshall), and the New York Times
Science Dep’t (Nicholas Wade). (Standish and Marshall followed up with valuable faxes of
their own. They deserve much of the credit for success in this project — which came true
largely because we simply appealed to scientific institutions’ best ideals and intentions.)
To our mutual delight, the safety copy was indeed made. Thus, thanks to the responsiveness and archival concern of NOAO, the RGON file has been firmly preserved for posterity.
Astronomers’ gratitude must go in particular to Elaine MacAuliffe of NOAO’s Cerro Tololo
Observatory (Chile), who swiftly accomplished a task3 not only arduous (501 leaves sent!)
but highly delicate, given the fragile state of these ancient documents.
Finally, we thank Owen Gingerich for setting aside past difficulties and sending DIO
news of our confirmation on the file’s location. Without this admirable act, the remarkable
chain of recent events described here might not have occurred at all.
[Note added 1999 Oct. Thanks to current RGO Archivist Adam Perkins’ openness,
Nicholas Kollerstrom was able to locate & transmit to DIO (1999/7/24) the long-hidden
central text of Astronomer Royal Geo. Airy’s refreshingly frank & sardonic key 1846/12/8
letter. (Text below at §H8.) We are grateful both to Nick and to Perkins. Though proofcertain is impossible here, DIO is obliged to point out: [1] This letter implies (& see fn 51),
that (contra DIO at DA §B2) Airy never knew the actual cause (précis here at §K2) of
Adams’ publication-delay, which cost Britain the planet. (But see fn 91. And Nick’s other
major find indicates Airy&Adams may’ve been closer in early 1846 than most historians
have previously suspected: §H6.) [2] Nothing new in the RGON file supports DIO’s 1992
speculation that the prediction Adams evidently handed Airy in 1845 Oct was the same
(miscomputed) one handed to Challis in 1845 Sept.4 (But the DA §G items in favor of this
theory still stand.) Regardless, see the conclusive point emphasized below at §E3.]
3
This work has not only an historical benefit: Adam Perkins, the able RGO archivist, was to pick
up the records to return them to England, so Elaine’s work protected Perkins (providentially, it turned
out) from suspicion of being connected to the RGON file’s gaps.
[Happily, subsequent events (e.g., §H8) indicate that Perkins is as properly uncensorial as Elaine.]
4
The 1845 Sept solution (CON #32 & Sampson 1904 p.166) bears a mark of reality, time, & utility
lacking in the “1846 Oct” document, by appending current geocentric longitude. See fn 42.
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A Celestial Mechanics’ Most Miraculous Day
A1
The 1846/9/23 discovery of the planet Neptune is the most magical predictive-math
event in the history of the oldest science. On the morning of that date, Johann Galle of
the Berlin Observatory received a 9/18 letter from the great Paris Observatory celestial
mechanist, Urbain J. J. Leverrier, telling Galle that if he aimed his observatory’s telescope
on the ecliptic in the region of geocentric longitude 325◦ .0, he would discover the eighth
planet of the Solar System (“which nobody has yet seen”, as the press was quizzically
noting at the time: Athenæum 1846/6/13 p.612) — a jovian-gaseous giant planet whose
existence and very position Leverrier had predicted by applying (partly in reverse) Laplacian
perturbation-gravitation math, to the slight hitherto-untamably non-elliptical motion of the
planet Uranus.
A2
That very evening, Galle and H. d’Arrest searched with the Berlin Observatory’s
excellent 25 cm Merz & Mahler refractor (using Carl Bremiker’s beautiful unpublished
Berlin Starchart of the region, which had been completed in 1844 but not yet mailed out,5
and thus existed only at Berlin). Within a fraction of an hour, they made the discovery
— at geocentric longitude 325◦ .9, less than a degree from the predicted position (§A1).
On 1846/9/25 (after confirming the planet’s daily motion and nonpunctal appearance), an
understandably dazzled Galle was able to write Leverrier (Galle’s emphasis): “the planet
whose place you have [computed] really exists.”

B British Seizures
B1
Instantly upon receipt of the news in England, a bold British claim to seize the new
planet was promoted by John Herschel, Cambridge Observatory Director James Challis,
and Astronomer Royal Geo. Airy (all three University of Cambridge men) — a trio which
ultimately went so overboard that they actually had the brass to push their Brit name
“Oceanus” publicly for Neptune (a name which — as independent British astronomer J.
Hind snickered — had the same chance abroad as “Wellington”: DA §D6). Airy was so
seized by this bizarre idea that he actually wrote a (previously unknown) private letter to
discoverer Leverrier asking6 him to agree to Challis-Adams-proposed “Oceanus” — i.e., to
let the British name a French-discovered planet!7
B2
The Oceanus letter to Leverrier has got to be THE nuttiest notion of Airy’s long
and illustrious career; and he naturally got back an aggrieved (though polite) Leverrier
letter (10/16: fn 85) attacking John Herschel, the son of Wm. Herschel, Leverrier’s only
companion in giant-planet discovery. This was followed by an enraged 10/19 Leverrier letter
on hunkering8 Challis’ ineptly contradictory supernationalism at home, simultaneously with
diplomacy abroad; Leverrier: “blanc en France . . . noir en Angleterre”. (DC showed that,
almost a half-century after the discovery, Astronomer Royal Wm. Christie was still urging
censorship of Leverrier’s letters, which are only now finally available unfiltered.)
5
The Berlin Observatory (whose telescope was a twin to that of Dorpat) was saving money by
mailing out the high-quality Berlin Sternkarten (a project initiated in 1825 by the immortal Bessel:
fn 80) only in pairs, and no other charts had come to completion in the 2 year interim (1844-1846).
6
Letter in RGON file, Airy to Leverrier 1846/10/14 p.3: “If you would consent to adopt the name
Oceanus instead [of Neptune], it would, I think, be better received” being more similar to Uranus. But
did Airy ever tell Leverrier that Adams-Challis (whose claims and very names Leverrier was by then
understandably incensed over) had thought up this sea-faring-nation name for his planet?
7
Hey, it worked in 1930 for US-discovered Pluto — which was named through H. H. Turner,
another Chief Ass’t to the Astronomer Royal. Of course, this was just a diplomatic ploy — highly
agreeable to the Lowell Observatory — to merge Percival Lowell’s initials (instead of rival claimant
Wm. Pickering’s) into the acronym of the planet.
8
See fn 82 and DA §D2.
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B3
The French reacted to “Oceanus” with Paris Observatory chief Arago’s 10/5 announcement of his determination henceforth to call the planet “Leverrier” instead! Having
made this reactive choice only after “Neptune” (the name Leverrier himself had originally
given to his planet) had already been entered into the official records of the French Bureau
of Longitudes, Arago went to far as to personally (in his distinctive hand) alter that record
so that it no longer seemed to pre-empt the later decision.9 This is an instance of an honest
person believing that only by counter-dishonesty can he fend off theft.10
B4
Between the planet-deprived Brit public and the apoplectic French, Airy was under
such intense siege that he and his family obviously feared for his job.11 His brother Wm.
Airy even nightmared (§J5) over the spat. (See the ’til-now secret Airy-Adams war: §J.)
B5
The all-Cantabridgian circle of §B1 alleged that the extremely talented young Cantab
mathematician John Couch Adams had in 1845 made the same prediction as Leverrier, but
— oops — the elements had somehow never gotten published during the year since. (This
somehow has turned out to be some how-to-explain.) It soon came out that the Cambridge
Observatory had (in secret)12 been massively searching after the planet for months (working
towards an ultimate triple-sweep of 300 square degrees of sky!),13 partly on Adams’ private
— again, unpublished — instructions (§E), with Director Challis working nightly (heading
a three-man team)14 at the eyepiece of the Observatory’s 30 cm telescope (largest refractor
in England, established in 1835 through the influence of John Herschel and Airy — see
§I1), according to a plan allegedly discussed (again, entirely in private) at an 1846/6/29
RGO board meeting in which Airy, Challis, & Herschel participated. (Nothing of this was
entered into the official minutes of the meeting.)
B6
DIO has taken the hotly Brit-resented position that Adams should not be recognized as co-discoverer because of the secrecy he (and his Cambridge circle) deliberately
9
Bureau des Longitudes, Compte-rendu 1846/9/30 p.3. The alteration made it seem as if “Neptune”
was merely discussed that day as a possibility. A photograph of this document was sent to DR by the
Bureau des Longitudes on 1967/9/26.
10
Deceit (e.g., §I1) frequently produces a reflection. It’s rather as if dishonesty meets one of the tests
of life: reproduction. For a case similar to Arago’s, see DIO 4.3 ‡12 fn 4. (See also below: ‡3 §F7.)
11
At age 13, Airy had seen his father lose his job. Rob Smith has made the sort of observation which
epitomizes historians’ superiority to scientists in some areas: alot of commentators have found it hard
to believe that lordly Geo. Airy would be as frightened as he was over the Neptune fracas. But Rob
just made a deft perspective-shift-observation and commented: Airy had not yet achieved his unique
status (by which we see him today) as the greatest of all Astronomers Royal.
12
Hind knew of Challis’ search by mid-Sept (CON #10), but not its double-prediction cause.
13
Myles Standish asks one of those common-sense questions that can get overlooked by scholars who
get too bogged down in details: the Brits were alone in the secret that 2 math analyses were pointing
to the same part of the sky, so why was the Brit search so tediously wide while the Berlin search was
so efficiently narrow? (The answer is key: Adams was pointing to various parts of the sky.)
14
Challis, a Mr. Morgan, & RGO’s off-the-books loaner James Breen. The official pre-DIO record
had Challis refusing RGO help. See Smart 1947 p.27 and M16:403 (Airy) & 404 (Challis) vs DA
§B1. It is a famous part of the British Neptune tragedy that Challis in 1846 Aug accidentally stopped
comparing stars (in two lists of the same slice of sky) after 39 stars when the 49th “star” was Neptune.
What has not up to now been asked is: why was Breen not doing this work, promptly, for all stars?
Challis’ previously unpublished 1846/8/7 letter to RGO begs for the help of Breen (an able computer)
in the search, so: why didn’t Breen (upon his mid-August arrival at Cambridge) compare every star
taken so far? Partial answer: one of the double-lists containing Neptune was a small thing, with just
a few relatively bright reference stars — and Challis wasn’t expecting an object nearly as bright as
Neptune proved to be. (A deep planet’s dimness is about proportional to the distance’s fourth power.)
But the other star-list with Neptune on it was full, so Breen should’ve been rapidly comparing it &
all other data right away. Question (suggested by Challis’ hogging the eyepiece, too): was Challis
lowering the efficiency of the search in order to make sure that he made this discovery himself, both
optically and cartographically? (But note the implicit integrity, too: alot of project-chiefs would let
others do the work and then grab the credit anyway. See, e.g., DIO 4.1 ‡2 fn 39.)
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maintained throughout. Among other considerations: acceptance of a nationalistically15
inspired post-discovery claim-jump would set an intolerable precedent,16 converting the
issue of credit for research-advances into merely a question of who has the most political
power. (Too often the case anyway.)
B7
Adams was said to have deposited with Challis (1845 Sept) & Airy (1845 Oct) the orbital elements for an unknown planet, the contended Adams result known as “Hypothesis 1”
(which we will abbreviate as just “Hyp 1”) — a planet of mean distance 38 Astronomical
Units from the Sun (over 1/4 too large) and in the eastern part of the constellation Capricorn
(about where Neptune really was). The whole Brit case for priority is falsely (fn 20) hung
on this single document. Problems with the Hyp 1 legend: [a] Neither 1845 document was
dated by Adams (hardly the behavior of someone who believes he’s lodging an immortal
prediction!) — and no cover-letter addressed to either party has ever been produced; thus,
both documents were dated (year & month, without precise day) only later, and in the
recipient’s hand (DA §§C7-C8). [b] All continuous records of these late-1845 to mid-1846
events — Adams’ diary,17 Herschel’s diary (photocopies sent DR by J.Moll, C.Henderson,
C.Cordova, U.Texas Austin), Airy’s diary, Challis’ diary, RGO minutes (§D4 item [b]),
RGO visitor’s book — are either blank (on Neptune) or missing (DA §I9). [c] The solution
given Challis in 1845 Sept was not Hyp 1 (fnn 48&62 and DA §§F1-F2; and see fn 4).
[d] At the time of discovery (1846/9/23), Adams was in fact pointing Challis over 10◦ to
the west of Neptune’s actual position. (See below at §G; details at DA §E8.)
B8
British excuses for Adams’ nonpublication & non-reply to Airy’s nice 1845/9/29
& 1845/11/5 notes of reception of Adams have been as varied as ridiculous-cover alibis
always are: Adams didn’t like to write letters18 (but he and Airy were both at the 1846/2/13
Royal Astronomical Society meeting, so Adams could have spoken to Airy then, or 1845
Dec or 1846/7/2: see fn 68 & §B11 [also §H6]); he was shy (though not too shy to help
publicly promote the Cantab name for the planet, “Oceanus”, after the discovery: fn 82 &
DA §D6); he procrastinated (Challis to Airy 1846/12/19); he was a naı̈ve simpleton (§H12);
he (by bad-luck) accidentally missed seeing Airy at the Royal Greenwich Observatory in
1845 Sept (DA §F1); he was (fn 89) disappointed at not talking with Airy — a wholly
mythical “snubbing” — when he returned in 1845 Oct (see Airy’s irate reaction to this
“rank fib”: §J8); Adams just-missed (yet another oops) an 1846 Sept BAAS meeting19 at
which (he later stated) he was planning to announce his results (yet, in fact, even weeks
after the discovery Adams was reluctant to produce his numbers: see §H11 below).
B9
Every one of these alibis was easily exploded in DA (e.g., §D1). But such amusing
exercises in apologia should not divert scholars from the true, crucial, and exceedingly
elementary cause of Adams’ nonpublication (which he himself wrote out, in a little-noted
passage: DA fn 5) — he had simply not completed his math:20 the central reality of
15
See DA §§A8&D8. Brit fervor for Adams was particularly unseemly in a toppe nation. (Similar
to, e.g., current US madness to be first in every sport at every Olympics. When one is the richest
nation on Earth, some modesty ought to be in order; however, the process of getting to the top in the
first place evidently leaves a residue of pushiness that continues long after its need has passed.) Had
Adams been, say, Bulgarian (i.e., without the power of Britain behind him), one doubts that anyone in
Britain or elsewhere would have paid much mind to his peculiarly late claims.
16
See Biot’s common sense at DA §I11.
17
[Kollerstrom, with St.Johns archivist Jonathan Harrison’s help, has just found a 1846 March piece
of Adams’ diaries (JCASJ 20/22/3); but it has nothing on the search for Neptune. See §H6 & fn 73.
Adams left dated memos (e.g., fn 81) which could be selected excerpts from now-missing diaries.]
18
See Adams to Airy 1846/11/18 p.4 (RGON).
19
BAAS Pres. J. Herschel recollected (DA §D2) he’d mentioned (9/10) the planet prediction at the
BAAS meeting; but (oops cubed) he didn’t cite Adams. Adams thought (M16:408) of giving a paper but
instead “stayed up late” calculating 9/10 (JCASJ 20/21/4). Oops4 . Challis skipped his own scheduled
paper (Athenæum 1846 p.963). Oops5 .
20
See §H5 and DA §I7. (Also Airy’s too-late lament at M16:414.) Adams-defenders point out the
resemblance of Adams’ alleged 1845 Autumn predicted longitude to Neptune’s — without recognizing:
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the Cambridge failure to net Neptune, which so unambiguously shoots down the whole
claim (of British priority) that no Brit mythmaker is willing to face it. (In answer to the
natural question of why Cambridge didn’t discover the planet in 1845, Challis [SP p.li, his
emph] doubted not “the evidence . . . of the existence of the planet, . . . [however] its
position was determined but roughly, [thus] . . . a search for it must necessarily be long and
laborious. . . . consequently I had no thought of commencing the search in 1845, the planet
being considerably past opposition at the time21 Mr Adams completed his calculations.”)
B10
Most historians have bought at least partly into the mythology of non-publishing
Adams as prior co-discoverer, a legend that can only be maintained by blaming Challis and
Airy for discouraging hero Adams through lack of understanding and initiative. (None of
which explains why Adams himself didn’t publish or announce; after all, he delivered a
paper at the Royal Astronomical Society in 1846 April, but on an entirely different subject
than Uranus & Neptune.) This has left utterly illogical gaps in the history. (Gaps we now
learn Challis explicitly stated 1846/12/19 to be a good idea: see below at §H.)
B11
Nor has the secrecy of Airy and Challis ever been creditably explained. (Obvious
actual explanation: Airy hoped22 to bag Neptune with the telescope he got for Cambridge
(§B5), using the Cambridge-only secret23 that two math-astronomers had pointed to nearly
Adams knew (and explicitly stated: DA fn 5) that since all his 1845 work was based on an assumed mean
distance for the disturbing planet, he had no “satisfactory” solution until 1846/9/2. (His Hyp 1 mean
distance was 38 AU, very different from his final value and from the truth — though, in extenuation, see
Rawlins 1970G.) I.e., he believed he couldn’t reliably predict Neptune’s longitude until he had repeated
the work with a different mean distance (diminished by about 3%) in order to discern two crucial trends:
[i] Did this alteration improve or degrade residuals’ rms? [ii] What would be the alteration to the allimportant longitude? — THE answer which telescope-searcher Challis had to receive. But Adams did
not conclude work on this until 1846/9/2 — when he got it quite wrong. (Letter to RGO: see §G1.
The result, which DA called “Hyp X”, was over 10◦ off.) This was sent to RGO right after Leverrier
had published his analogous distance-variation-based solution (1846/8/31), the longitude for which
was correct to within one degree. Apologists’ obsession to promote Adams’ proximate 1845 Autumn
solutions (as some kind of priority) ignores not only Adams’ own nonexcitement (§B7) at this latterlyaggrandized moment (he didn’t even note the event in his diary: §D3) but also the little-considered fact
that Adams had been developing lots of solutions (both before and after the 1845 Autumn ones), hugely
swinging 35 degrees in longitude, from about 315◦ up to about 350◦ . If we only count the solutions
he actually handed to Challis & Airy, the range is still over 20◦ : from 315◦ (Hyp X, 1846/9/2) up to
about 336◦ (Hyp W, 1846/7/20). Thus, Adams’ lodged predictions covered a range more than 20 times
larger than Leverrier’s under-1◦ error in Neptune’s predicted longitude. (See DA §F3 and its Table 1.)
True, Leverrier’s final 1846/8/31 limits had a range of 14◦ : longitude 321◦ to 335◦ , Leverrier 1845-6
p.436. But this bracket resulted from testing a coherent theory, so it is not comparable to Adams’ years
of diffuse and somewhat disjointed solutions, each of which had its own unstated imprecision. I.e., if
we wish to include solutions’ formal errors, this will inflate Adams’ already-huge uncertainty-range
by ordmag ten more degrees. Analogously, after the 1930 discovery of Pluto, Wm. Pickering also
(for post-discovery-promotion) rather shamelessly selected the in-hindsight-better-looking among his
years of various disparate predictions of trans-Neptunian planets. Since he even mingled pieces of
incompatible solutions, Pickering’s post-discovery self-advertisement was less creditable than Adams’;
but, at least his predicted data were published before planet-discovery.
21
An undated Adams memo (JCASJ 20/23/2) similarly explains his not answering Airy’s 1845/11/5
letter. [Extant 1845 Autumn Adams outdoor star observations (JCASJ 20/22/1) are nowhere near
Neptune.] Yet Galle found Neptune roughly the same time of year. But, unlike the 1845 Adams,
Leverrier had a precise conclusion. [See also fn 74 & fn 94.]
22
Perhaps not only for glory but to atone for his failure to push Adams’ math along earlier on.
23
An oddity about Adams’ silence that bothers DR & Standish: yes, one can explain his nonpublication as due to his unsurety. But: wasn’t it also awfully convenient for Cambridge? His staying
quiet gave a terrific probabilistic advantage to Cambridge in the planet-search. Was Adams asked (by
Challis? fn 67) to stay quiet about Hyp 1, with reward promised for cooperation? Tempting theory;
but, it alone can’t explain the §E2 evidence against Adams having had confidence in Hyp 1, assuming
it even existed yet: §D4 item [a]. And, if he had a firm solution but kept it back to help Cambridge
capture the planet, then why be so slow to commit to any numbers even after the discovery: §H11?
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the same spot in the sky. See DA §B5.) Upon publication of Leverrier’s first rough
prediction-estimate of Neptune’s place (1846/6/1), Airy wrote him (6/26), but didn’t mention Adams’ name! At the time (1846 July) Airy was launching his vast secret sky-search
for Neptune, the leading theoretical celestial mechanist of the world (P. Hansen) lived for
3 weeks in Airy’s home: no mention was made of Adams. When Airy & Hansen were out
walking and accidentally bumped into Adams at Cambridge 1846/7/2, Adams said nothing
of his work, even though equations of Hansen (explicitly identified by Hansen’s name, in
Adams’ hand) are right in Adams’ Neptune mss. (See DA §B6.) Nor did Airy speak up
(on 7/2, or at any other time during Hansen’s 3 week stay at Airy’s home: DA §B6), though
just 3 days previously, Airy had told the RGO board (§B5) that Adams’ work co-justified a
vast search by the biggest telescope in England! (Tell me nobody was conspiring here.)
B12
But, even before consulting original documents, DR in the 1960s had already seen
enough oddities in the traditional saga that when he wrote RGO asking to see the Neptune
papers, he felt obliged to express honestly his (non-adamant) skepticism. (See DB §D6.)
B13
Though David Dewhirst of Cambridge openly sent the whole (extremely revealing)
Cambridge Observatory Neptune file (CON) in 1967 (DB §D), the RGO’s reaction was
sinuous and cagey. (E.g., in RGO’s correspondence with DR, letters on Neptune were on
private stationery, while all other letters were on official RGO stationery: DB §H1.) Details
below at §C3 & fn 29. The eventual upshot: the RGON file was never forthcoming. DR
had (1966-1972) spent a large amount of labor in research, math,24 and writing (ordmag
100 pages) towards a book on the Neptune case, a project that ultimately atrophied while he
waited patiently and naı̈vely through two years of RGO sham.25 (So a high RGO official’s
hiding of documents stole not only the Neptune papers for many years — but also destroyed
a book permanently. Not trifling misdeeds.) Ultimately, RGO in 1969 said the file was lost
— without mentioning what DR only began hearing later, namely, that it had been stolen.
Later yet, DR learned that the “thief” was extremely close to the Astronomer Royal.
B14
In DA & DB, DIO revealed this person’s name & high RGO position and published
our (unreplied-to) letters requesting his assistance with the RGON file.

C The RGO Neptune File’s Startling Reappearance
C1
In the early part of 1999, DIO received word that the stolen Royal Greenwich
Observatory RGON file on the 1846 discovery of Neptune had been recovered. Despite
several knowledgeable parties’ reluctance to discuss the matter, it became clear that: the
very person fingered (§§B13-B14) by DIO as having taken the file had died in Chile — and
the file had been found in his home.
C2
As noted (§B14) by DIO, this person had been (roughly when the RGON file
disappeared: in the 1960s) the Chief Assistant to (and top confidante of) then-Astronomer
Royal Richard Woolley — the very party DR had asked (in 1967-1969) for permission to
see the file. (We note that — over more than a century of time — no less than FOUR26
Astronomers Royal have been associated with suppressions27 of material in this file. But
Some appears in Rawlins 1970G and DA.
It was sham by even the present RGO archivist’s least-discreditable version of events: §C5.
26
Geo. Airy in 1846 (DA §B2 and below), Wm. Christie in 1893 (DC §§A3-A4), Harold Spencer
Jones in 1946-1947 (DA fn 34), and R. Woolley in the 1960s (see §C3 and DB). Note: both RGO
archivists Philip Laurie and Janet Dudley correctly identified (privately) who had stolen the file: DB
§B6. Are we to assume that they knew — but that the thief’s closest confidante Woolley didn’t know
and (assuming Woolley genuinely wanted scholars to see the stolen material) wasn’t able to contact his
own chief subordinate and order him to: put the file back PDQ? Note that Woolley’s having deputed
his Chief Ass’t to get into the RGON file was indicated by the latter’s testimony in 1996: see §C7
item 4. Compare to DB §I1.
27
Despite over a century of high-level efforts (fn 26) to hide or censor the RGON file, most Brit
officials close to this case echoed (at least until 1998) the RGO 1967 line that there is nothing-new in
24
25
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in fairness, we should repeat our DC §A8 note that virtually all British astronomers are
innocent of any kind of censorship in connection with the Neptune case.)28
C3
Throughout an extended 1967-1969 correspondence, RGO gave out a series of
conflicting stories: at first, RGO said it couldn’t find the file, then said it was making a list
of “letters for examination” (but the lister was ill: fn 29), finally after two years of delays
reverting to again claiming it couldn’t find the file. (Full phantasmagoric exchange printed
in DB. Central oddity stressed here at §C5.)
C4
On 1999/4/14, DR told the current RGO archivist, Adam Perkins (University of
Cambridge Library), that it looked like the RGON file had disappeared just about the time
known-skeptic DR had asked to see it. Perkins replied that it was believed that the file had
disappeared in the early 1960s instead. I pointed out this timetable’s contradiction of what
P. Laurie, Perkins’ own predecessor at RGO, had told DR (in detail) in 1967.29 Perkins said
that, well, Laurie was not being entirely truthful.
C5
DR’s reaction: if the only way the RGO archives can deny a contra-DR coverup (i.e.,
deny that it indeed possessed the RGON file even while keeping it from skeptical DR) is by
indicating that it was itself not being honest in 1967, then: may DR perhaps be excused for
not taking the RGO’s entire performance30 quite at face value?
C6
Analogously, the former Chief Ass’t to the Astronomer Royal, who was hiding the
whole hefty RGON file in Chile — about 500 pages! — along with some other filched
RGO archival material, was in 1993 asked31 by DIO for photocopies of the file. His refusal
to reply was duly published32 (“Chile Nonreception”) in DB §H.
C7
DIO’s two letters to Chile went cc to Ian Ridpath and Charles Kowal. Ridpath
followed up and got an e-mail reply from the former Chief Ass’t, which Ridpath relayed to
DIO on 1996/8/26. Since the standard Brit alibi (for the 3-decade hiding of the RGON file)
will undoubtedly be of the lone-crazed-Chief-Ass’t stripe, we will here quote extensively
from the message to Ridpath. Note especially several indicators of the writer’s detailed
memory — as well as (item 4) his Neptune-involvement’s instigation33 by RGO:
All I can recall . . . . about the historical files at Herstmonceux [RGO]:
1. They were moved from Greenwich and spread out in several locations
at the Castle [Herstmonceux] . . . .
the RGON material. (See fn 29. And DB §D4.) They also affect total neutrality in the matter, which I
learned through another source was purely thespian. (See DIO 2.1 ‡1 §M4.) I was told that the very
mention of DR in certain British presences chills the air.
28
However, it is also unfortunately true that England has not shown much interest in publicizing the
Adams legend’s manifold peculiarities. E.g., our thanks to the British Astronomical Assoc (DC §A6)
were premature: it turns out that the heretical speech there cited was never mentioned in literature sent
to BAA members. (BAA guru Patrick Moore cannot abide unorthodoxy in this matter; of course that
lamentable circumstance has nothing to do with serious British astronomy.).
29
See §C3. DB §§E10-E12 (RGO archivist P. Laurie to DR 1967/9/8): “Just after I wrote you at
the end of May, Mr. Rickett, who was dealing with the manuscripts, suffered a stroke from which he
has not yet recovered. He had drawn up a list of letters for examination although these, I fear, do not
appear to contain any new material. I shall try to give these my undivided attention in the near future
and send you notes on their contents.”
30
Möbian-merry-go-round summarized at §C3 and DB §§H1&I1.
31
DB §H13.
32
Since others were too timid to publish his name in the file-theft connection while he was alive and
powerful, DIO did so both in DA & DB. Now that he is dead, we can safely leave to the very same
folks explicit perpetuation of his infamy in this connection.
33
Friends of the former Chief Ass’t are downhearted that happy memories of his considerable positive
characteristics (and kindnesses to colleagues) are being besmirched by revelations that he hid the RGON
file for a third of a century. In amelioration of this seriously contra-academic deed it should be stated:
DIO has argued (§L, §C7 item 4, DA §C5, & DB §I) that he did not do so on his own authority.
(Ironically, the theft may have had an eventual helpful upshot: NOAO’s openness might not have been
fully matched had the papers turned up in England under traditional auspices.)
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2. Some were in the attic . . . . spread out in piles . . . . The roof leaked
. . . . I remember one particular pile because a few letters on top pertained
to British reception of Einstein’s theories and there was a suggestion that the
opposition to Eddington’s nomination of Einstein for the Gold Medal of the
Society was motivated by other than scientific considerations.
3. No one was officially in charge of these files but the solar observer,
Phillip [sic] Laurie, had a personal interest. . . . Eric Forbes . . . worked with
Laurie.
4. As Chief Assistant to the Astronomer Royal, I was requested to prepare
biographical and historical material from time to time. These involved a
biography of Airy and other British astronomers. Laurie supplied me with
data from files for these. I recall his showing me a manuscript that had
obviously been incorrectly included in the Maskelyn [sic] file, that proved to
be one of the earliest attempts to solve the orbital elements of an eclipsing
binary. This was later published in the Observatory magazine.
5. My own contributions to the files were (a) some miscellaneous material
supplied to me in correspondence with Airy’s granddaughter and (b) my
interest in the relations between Newton and Molyneux which were held in
the Portsmouth Public Record Office and transcripts of which I gave to Laurie.
6. The direct answer to your question34 concerning the Neptune papers —
my knowledge of this matter is based on notes35 given me by Laurie for (a) a
review of a book36 on the subject by M. Grossner (?) and (b) a biography of
Airy.
7. Certainly Laurie, if he is still alive,37 can help you infinitely more than
I can.
C8
The former Chief Ass’t’s very coherent38 denial that he had the RGON file satisfied
some. But DC regarded the reply as suspicious, since no response (not even to top Brit
officialdom: DC §§A7-A8) had been forthcoming while Laurie lived. So DIO proposed
to 2 different Brits that the next request to Chile should be for: a copy of the purported
Laurie notes. (Suggestion published at DC §A7.) That is where the case was left until
it was proved directly (by post-death search of the denier’s home) that the foregoing was
a bluff: texts of the inquiries he was ducking, as well as his denial that he possessed the
RGON file, were evidently found along with the file. We now turn to the hitherto unknown
or unconfirmed material in the RGON file itself, the most important parts of which relate
to the credibility of the standard excuses (§B8) for Adams’ crucial post-1845/11/5 silence.

D Key Adams Document #1: Memo R
D1
One of the two long-lost physical bases of Britain’s priority-claim has been recovered
in the RGON file. (How it ended up in Chile is a tale that will surely be re-told as long
as there are astronomers in our Solar System.) This famous document has been called
34
Note by DR. The question (published in DB §I1 item [f]) which he was answering was: how could
the former Chief Ass’t have — in a 1971 article — cited letters only available in a file that had (DB
§G3) disappeared in the 1960s?
35
[Note by DR: Catch the resemblance to Laurie’s 1967 words (fn 29) — which the former Chief
Ass’t had recently received via DIO (DB §E12; 1994).]
36
The book was Discovery of Neptune by Morton Grosser (Harvard 1962). The review (probably the
most perceptive anyone produced, as noted at DA §E7 & DB §H8) was published the following year
by Sky&Tel (1963/4).
37
Ridpath notes that Laurie died in 1983.
38
As Ridpath remarked at the time.
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“Memo R” for convenience throughout DIO’s analyses. Memo R contains the orbital
elements of Adams’ Hyp 1 (§B7), which is the core of the whole Adams controversy.
D2
DA §C7 was first to point out the oddity39 that the only date on Memo R is in Airy’s
hand, not Adams’. (No cover letter survives for Memo R, nor has Adams’ card survived:
§D4.) The 1845 Oct date now on the document has to have been added later, since on the
date40 he received Memo R, Airy must have known what day it was.
D3
Which puts him one up on Adams, who didn’t! Even though Adams was (unlike
Airy) absolutely certain to have been in physical contact with Memo R on the very day
of the sacred event of its Deposit at RGO, nonetheless, his newly available 1846/10/15
letter to Airy can only guess (p.2) that it was “about”41 1845/10/20. Upon our careful
consideration, this statement tells us a good deal: [a] This allegedly-epochal event was
not entered in Adams’ 1845 diary (now conveniently missing: DA §I9) — or indeed into
any other continuous record of events. [b] Clearly he reasoned out a rough date from
his other dated documents at hand (e.g., the dates of his post-vacation travel from home
to Cambridge). What does it tell us about the import (to Adams himself, at the time) of
the deposit of The Historical Document (1845 Oct unknown-planet elements, purportedly
Memo R, containing Hyp 1) that: Adams wrote down the date of his vacation-end but
not of his grand document-deposit? — which he later pretended was meant as a kind of
“publication”.42
D4
We conclude this section with two further items in connection with the date of Airy’s
receipt of Hyp 1: [a] The Hyp 1 math mss (JCASJ W.16 §E IV-E V) leading to it comprise
the sole mature Adams perturbational solution on which there are no dates (DA §H1) —
except, that is, for a portion which is dated 1845/12/16 (DA §G3) some months after the
solution is supposed to have been handed to Airy. (See fn 20.) [b] The Airy home’s wispy
attestation to 1845 Oct receipt of the immortal Memo R is found in a hitherto-hidden RGON
letter, Airy to Adam Sedgwick, 1846/12/8 p.1 (emph added):
I have no doubt that the facts of Adams’ [alleged 1845 Oct] call were as
you and Adams have made out. My wife seems to have a notion of his card43
being brought to her in my absence, but nothing further is known. [DR: See
§B7 item [b].] I was at the end of October 1845 busy almost every day at the
Gauge Commission,44 and on October 29 my boy Osmund was born. — I am
ashamed to mention these things. . . .
With such squishy, gappy testimony in witness to the glorious (if undated: §D3) imparting
of Adams’ 1845 Oct solution, well — little wonder the full RGON file has never previously
been seen by anyone but Cantabs and Astronomers Royal.
For further time-line problems, see ibid §G3 & fn 65.
Generally understood to have been a bit later than the date of Deposit. Airy was uniquely notorious
(see DA fn 36) for writing dates on anything that came near him.
41
Adams originally said (RGON 1846/10/15 to Airy p.2) “about the 20 th of October 1845”. A later
Adams memo (newly-found in JCASJ: fn 21) makes it Oct 10 (which, if true, relates to DA §G1). In
any case, Adams’ recollection of this central date is revealingly infirm. Smart 1947 p.19 computes
Oct 21 from an Oct 23 Adams letter (JCASJ 16/2/3), describing the Great Day as simply: “Tuesday”.
42
See §K1 & fn 93. The ungrandiose actual purpose of Adams’ 1845 Autumn trips to RGO is induced
at DA fn 48. (Note: RGO’s optical ability to search for Neptune was far less than Cambridge’s. See
also here at fnn 4, 69, & 74.) If one takes seriously Adams’ claim that he was thereby attempting
to register (WITHOUT DATE) his discovery for posterity, one is eventually reduced to pleading the
client as temporarily inane (Sedgwick to Airy 12/6 p.2, emph added): “Adams tho’ a great philosopher
in his way [DR: i.e., when Brit-claim-mythology wants him to be brilliant (which he was)], has shown
no worldly wisdom — and has acted like a bashful boy rather than like a man who had made a great
discovery.” See also §H12.
43
Note by DR: Adams gave card & message (fn 89) and “a note for” Airy (JCASJ 16/2/3), vs §D2.
44
[Nick Kollerstrom (1999/7/24): “I think it’s a shame your DIO articles never mention the driving
passion in Airy’s life, viz. railway trains.”]
39
40
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E Key Adams Document #2: Memo W
E1
Besides Memo R, the other vital document traditionally brought forth to support the
Brit claim on Neptune is an 1846 July document — called “Memo W” by DA — which
Adams computed for Challis, to tell him where the Cambridge Observatory telescope should
be aimed, to find Neptune. (The full data of the bottom half of Memo W are published
for the first time here on p.14: Table 1.) Smart 1947 (p.31) is typical of pro-Adams
histories in quoting Challis’ argument for Adams, based on Challis’ having seen Neptune
on 1846/8/4&12 “entirely [due to] my having, on those days, directed my telescope towards
the planet’s theoretical place, according to instructions given me in a paper Mr. Adams had
the kindness to draw up for me.”45 The cited document is Memo W.
E2
However, after analysing Memo W (THE key document46 revealing the truth behind
Adams’ nonconfidence and the attendant British confusion on Neptune’s place), DR was
amazed to find (DA §B4) that it is not based upon Hyp 1 as Challis had certainly implied
(§E1) and therefore all pre-DIO historians had always quite naturally assumed. (Challis
had said at M16:421 that Memo W was “entirely from theoretical data”, but he coyly hadn’t
said whose theoretical data: fn 47.) According to the up-to-now-accepted history, Hyp 1
was Adams’ theory at this time. But Memo W is instead based on a simple 38 AU circular
orbit (which Adams had indeed once used, but long before his now-famous elliptical Hyp 1).
This document’s circular calculational basis was induced in DA fn 21, and a full circularorbit check is provided here in Table 1. (DA fn 19 also notes that this computed ephemeris’
central time epoch is based on the Wartmann object we will briefly take up here in §F3,
which Challis denied Adams used: §F4.) And all its elements and limits are basically47
those of Leverrier’s very recent 1846/6/1 publication. Further: Adams in Memo W stated
that his math-derived planet is at 325◦ “very nearly”. But DIO has earlier pointed out
(DA §G9) that, for Adams’ chosen 1846/10/6 math-epoch, this is the longitude not of the
legendary Hyp 1 (329◦ ) but of later-Memory-Holed math-mistake-based48 Hyp G (325◦ ).
E3
Thus, either Hyp 1 did not yet exist, or Adams had no confidence in it. But the point
is that either interpretation is lethal to the Adams Hyp 1-priority myth.
E4
In Table 1, we compare Adams’ figures (A) to orbits generated by DIO from elliptical
Hyp 1 (H) and from a circular orbit (C). (Both the H and the C orbits have Bodean mean
distance: 38.4 AU; θ = true longitude at 1846/8/29 Greenwich Mean Noon.) One doesn’t
even need statistics to see that the circular orbit (C) fits far better49 — an unevadable
confirmation of DIO’s theory that Adams’ (supposedly 1845) Hyp 1 was not his actual
belief even as late as mid-1846. Note that in Table 1, the disagreement (of Hyp 1) with
the ephemeris grows greater the farther one gets from opposition, mostly because elliptical
Hyp 1’s heliocentric distance in 1846 was only 32 AU, not 38 AU; so, the parallactic effect
becomes increasingly pronounced the greater the time before or after opposition.
E5
Since Adams’ allegedly-1845 Memo R was the result of long & famous effort
(detailed in Sampson 1904 and Smart 1947) at going beyond a circular-orbit to find an
ellipse (Hyp 1) which fit the Uranus data much better, it is peculiar & suspicious that (it
turns out): as late as mid-1846, Adams still had confidence only in a circular orbit.
(Recall DA §C1: Challis’ 1st public claim for Adams put Hyp 1 not before mid-1846.)
SP p.liii or p.6 of the original published report (copy in RGON), 1846/12/12..
Memo W was transmitted by xerox to DR by Cantab David Dewhirst, 3 decades ago.
47
Leverrier 1845-6 (p.917): heliocentric longtude 325◦ ±10◦ (epoch 1847/1/1). A copy of this
statement survives in Challis’ hand, partly in French (CON #34, therefore adjacent to Memo W, which
is CON #35[a]). The only distinction between Memo W’s and Leverrier’s elements & limits is epoch
(Adams’ was 1846/8/29): a trifling 1◦ /2 constant mean-longitude difference.
48
See DA §F2. Hyp G (DA §G) was handed Challis in 1845 Sept. Not published by the principals.
49
The circular orbit residuals (C) are smaller than the Hyp 1 residuals (H) by factors of 2 in decl &
3 in R.A. (A slightly smaller radius can improve C’s fit to Memo W; roughness perhaps from misuse
of 2nd-order arithmetic scheme in computing Memo W: DA fn 21.) No member of the 25 decl data in
the C columns (of Table 1) deviates from the corresponding A column datum by more than 1 0 .
45
46
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Table 1: Checking Adams’ 1846 July 20 Ephemeris (Bottom Half Memo W): Hypothesis 1
vs Circular Orbit
Date
Jul 20
Aug 9
Aug 29
Sep 18
Oct 8
Date
Jul 20
Aug 9
Aug 29
Sep 18
Oct 8
Date
Jul 20
Aug 9
Aug 29
Sep 18
Oct 8
Date
Jul 20
Aug 9
Aug 29
Sep 18
Oct 8
Date
Jul 20
Aug 9
Aug 29
Sep 18
Oct 8

δA
-16 ˚ 160
-16 ˚ 240
-16 ˚ 310
-16 ˚ 370
-16 ˚ 420

For θ = 315◦
αH
δH
h
m
21 11 .2 -16 ˚ 150
21h 9m .2 -16 ˚ 240
21h 7m .3 -16 ˚ 320
21h 5m .7 -16 ˚ 390
21h 4m .6 -16 ˚ 440

αC
21 11 .1
21h 9m .4
21h 7m .7
21h 6m .3
21h 5m .3

δC
-16 ˚ 160
-16 ˚ 230
-16 ˚ 310
-16 ˚ 370
-16 ˚ 410

δA
-14 ˚ 410
-14 ˚ 490
-14 ˚ 570
-15 ˚ 40
-15 ˚ 100

For θ = 320◦
αH
δH
21h 31m .5 -14 ˚ 410
21h 29m .6 -14 ˚ 500
21h 27m .7 -14 ˚ 590
21h 26m .0 -15 ˚ 70
21h 24m .8 -15 ˚ 130

αC
21h 31m .3
21h 29m .7
21h 28m .0
21h 26m .5
21h 25m .5

δC
-14 ˚ 410
-14 ˚ 490
-14 ˚ 570
-15 ˚ 50
-15 ˚ 100

δA
-13 ˚ 00
-13 ˚ 90
-13 ˚ 180
-13 ˚ 260
-13 ˚ 330

For θ = 325◦
αH
δH
21h 51m .5 -12 ˚ 590
21h 49m .7 -13 ˚ 90
21h 47m .8 -13 ˚ 190
21h 46m .0 -13 ˚ 280
21h 44m .7 -13 ˚ 350

αC
21h 51m .3
21h 49m .7
21h 48m .0
21h 46m .5
21h 45m .3

δC
-13 ˚ 10
-13 ˚ 90
-13 ˚ 180
-13 ˚ 260
-13 ˚ 320

δA
-11 ˚ 140
-11 ˚ 240
-11 ˚ 330
-11 ˚ 410
-11 ˚ 490

For θ = 330◦
αH
δH
h
m
22 11 .3 -11 ˚ 130
22h 9m .6 -11 ˚ 220
22h 7m .7 -11 ˚ 330
22h 5m .9 -11 ˚ 430
22h 4m .4 -11 ˚ 510

αC
22 10 .9
22h 9m .4
22h 7m .8
22h 6m .2
22h 4m .9

δC
-11 ˚ 150
-11 ˚ 230
-11 ˚ 320
-11 ˚ 410
-11 ˚ 480

αA
δA
22h 30m .4 -9 ˚ 230
22h 28m .8 -9 ˚ 330
22h 27m .2 -9 ˚ 420
22h 25m .7 -9 ˚ 510
22h 24m .1 -10 ˚ 00

For θ = 335◦
αH
δH
22h 30m .7 -9 ˚ 220
22h 29m .1 -9 ˚ 310
22h 27m .3 -9 ˚ 420
22h 25m .4 -9 ˚ 520
22h 23m .9 -10 ˚ 10

αC
22h 30m .3
22h 28m .9
22h 27m .3
22h 25m .7
22h 24m .3

δC
-9 ˚ 240
-9 ˚ 320
-9 ˚ 420
-9 ˚ 510
-9 ˚ 590

αA
21 11m .1
21h 9m .1
21h 7m .5
21h 6m .2
21h 5m .1
h

αA
21h 31m .3
21h 29m .5
21h 27m .9
21h 26m .5
21h 25m .3
αA
21h 51m .3
21h 49m .5
21h 47m .9
21h 46m .5
21h 45m .1
αA
22 11m .0
22h 9m .3
22h 7m .7
22h 6m .2
22h 4m .7
h

h

h

m

m

Variables: θ = true heliocentric longitude 1846/8/29 (opposition-date of Adams’
Wartmann-based planet); α = geocentric right ascension, δ = geocentric declination.
Subscripts: A = Adams’ ephemeris (Memo W); H = Hyp 1; C = circular orbit.
The only portion of this ephemeris hitherto published (M16:421) is that for θ = 325◦ .
See fn 49 for comparison of residuals’ rms (H vs C).
(Note: The fit of Adams’ 1845 Sept solution is also inferior to the circular orbit, though
very slightly better than that of Hyp 1.)
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F Challis Sinks Deeper into Memo W
F1
So, in brief, we have just found that Brit Key Document #1 (§D) is contradicted
by Brit Key Document #2 (§E)! In fact, the situation is worse than contradictory — it is
anachronistic. (Recall that §D4 item [a] also finds Adamsian time flowing backwards.) But
we have still not exhausted the catalog of Brit headaches about Memo W.
F2
First, Challis published (M16:421) only the part of the ephemeris for a 325◦ planet
— omitting50 the adjacent ephemerides for 315◦ , 320◦ , 330◦ , and 335◦ . (In Table 1, we
check the whole ephemeris to show that a primitive circular Bodean orbit fits it much better
than Hyp 1 for all five cases Adams tabulated.) Second, there’s the little matter that: all
this is at the bottom half of the document.
F3
Every one of Challis’ public reports — even while (§E1) publicly founding Britain’s
Neptune claim upon the bottom half of Memo W — omitted to mention51 the entire TOP
half, where resided an Adams orbit (also circular) based partly upon a then-unaccountedfor object sighted in 1831 by Swiss astronomer Louis Wartmann.52 This version (called
“Hypothesis W” in DA) of Adams’ remarkably hyperactive planet was at longitude 336◦ ,
over 20◦ to the east of the solution he issued just 6 weeks later (§G1), which DA called
“Hypothesis X” (315◦ longitude). One can readily understand why Challis was getting
increasingly confused53 about where to point his telescope!
F4
Not only was (as DA §B4 noted) this erroneous Hyp W orbit never mentioned
anywhere (until DA, that is), but: we now find (from the newly recovered RGON file)
that Challis was stating54 to Airy (1846/11/3 p.3) that Adams had rejected the Wartmann
sightings as irrelevant55 to Neptune. To the contrary, Challis spent some telescope time56
50
Challis did (M16:421) note the existence of the four other ephemerides. But he never publicly
mentioned Hyp W (which was at the top of this very sheet of paper, CON #35[a]); moreover, he actually
denied (fn 55) that its part-basis (Wartmann’s data) had anything to do with Adams’ predictions.
51
In fairness to Airy: there exists no evidence that he knew the details of Memo W (a secret provably
known only to Adams & Challis).
52
[Since Wartmann’s report turned out merely to be a fouled-up series of Uranus observations (fn 55),
Kollerstrom notes that Adams’ top 1846 July solution (Hyp W) effectively confused the perturbed
indicator with the perturbing quarry! I.e., Hyp W (top) inadvertently had Uranus perturbing itself.]
53
DA (esp. §B4) showed that the traditional tale’s fall-guy, James Challis, was not primarily to blame
for England’s miss of Neptune. (Adams’ inconsistent directions were the main problem.) But I am
told that Challis’ miss is still today commemorated at the Univ of Cambridge, when unhappy Cantab
students numb their woes by quaffing grog from a “Challis chalice”.
54
Challis reported (Cambridge Chronicle 1846/10/1 and M16:423) that, during his 2nd of three
90 -wide sweeps on the night of 1846/9/29 (just before news of Leverrier’s success reached England:
London 9/30, Cambridge 10/1), he had noted one “star” (actually Neptune) as looking nonpunctal —
and so asked his assistant to write there in the record: “seems to have a disc”. (DA fnn 27, 28, & 30
analyze some peculiarities of this claim.) But the actual record (of which DIO possesses photocopies)
actually commented in the past not present tense: “[last one] seemed to have a disc”. (The bracketed
words are scratched out.) See p.53 of Challis’ sweep book (part of CON). If he is to be believed, then:
not only did he fail to engage the clock drive instantly to track and carefully examine the suspect object,
but, at the end of the night’s 2nd sweep, he went straight on into a 3rd sweep — instead of spending a
few minutes searching out the disc he allegedly had just seen. It was still well above the horizon.
55
The 1971 DSB (vol.3) Challis entry omits this intriguing part of Challis’ 11/3 letter: “Wartmann’s
star . . . Adams considered long since, and ascertained that if the observations are at all approximate,
it must be much nearer the Sun than the new Planet.” (It is possible that this refers to post-discovery
conclusions from an internal evaluation of the Wartmann data. If so, Adams was right: the data are of
Uranus. See P.Baum & W.Sheehan In Search of Vulcan NYC 1997 Chap.7 n.15.)
56
Nights of 1846/7/30, 8/12, 9/21, 23, 28 (accounting for Hyp W’s 12 ◦ orbital inclination with node
c.130◦ ) and 9/3 (no inclination, thus near the far northeast portion of the search zone). Challis’ intense
looking into these areas might have no relation to Memo W, but spending serious time on far-east
sweeping was contra his realization that the far west region would be the first to become unavailable
this season due to the Sun’s gradual encroachment into the region. Indeed, considering that roughly
half of his sweeping occurred in the eastern half of the Airy-designated (CON #4 p.1, 1846/7/12) search
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looking around the isolated & remote far-east regions predicted by Adams’ Hyp W. And
Adams’ Memo W ephemeris — top AND bottom — is temporally-centered upon the
1846/8/29 date of opposition57 of the Wartmann-based Hyp W.

G Further Insight into Adams’ Large Misdirection of Challis
G1
Relative to where Adams was pointing (and how this relates to Challis’ miss of
Neptune), one of the most helpful documents is that of Adams to RGO 1846/10/15, in
which he explains his erroneous extrapolation (from Hyp 1 & Hyp 2) to his final predicted
orbit, Hypothesis X — which was sent by Adams to RGO on 1846/9/2.58 This is the crucial
solution which DR has been emphasizing for 30 years (e.g., Rawlins 1969), since [a] no other
historian has mentioned it, and [b] it is seriously wrong in longitude (longitude obviously
being THE key datum for searchers), over 10◦ west of the real Neptune, thus fatally
misleading Challis. (See fn 20 here; also DA §§B4 & F3.) Historians’ incomprehension
of the seriousness of the error is largely due to the fact that Adams expresses the result
as a mean longitude 315◦ for a virtually circular orbit. Unfortunately, most historians do
not understand59 that null eccentricity automatically requires Adams’ final true longitude,
Hyp X, also to be 315◦ — at a time when Neptune was actually at about 327◦ . (The
positions of the real Neptune and the several predicted planets of Leverrier and Adams are
provided in Tables 1&2 of DA for the entire first half of the 19th century.)
G2
Therefore, the 10/15 letter must finally satisfy those who have found it incredible
that: [i] Adams actually made such a huge mistake, and [ii] all previous historians have
missed this rather unsubtle slip. Those inclined to question the reality of the Hyp X error,
will be enlightened by reading (§G3) Adams’ attempt60 to explain the very mistake they are
evidently doubting ever happened. . . .
G3
Fortunately, in the hitherto unknown contents of this private 1846/10/15 letter to
Airy, Adams explicitly refers to his final solution (Hyp X), even giving its precise date
(1846/9/2). His exact words (1846/10/15 to Airy, p.4, emph added):
In my letter of Septr 2nd , I inferred [DR: admirably correctly]61 that the
mean distance used in my first Hypothesis [Hyp 1] must be greatly diminished,
but I rather hastily concluded that the change in the mean Long. deduced
would be nearly proportional to the change in the assumed mean distance.
[Note added 2011: precise extrapolation-math discovered at www.dioi.org/cot.htm#hpfp.]
area, it is odd that Challis explicitly stated that after 7/30-8/12, “I observed earlier [more westerly] in
right ascension, for the sake of being able to go over in the present year as large a portion as possible
of the space to be explored.”
57
The Hyp W planet’s opposition was at 5 AM of civil date 8/30, which was 8/29, 17 h GMT, by
astronomer’s (pre-1925) reckoning.
58
Original in RGON; text published at M16:405-408.
59
I am disappointed to see that Wm. Smart (quite knowledgeable in the relevant math) is so swept up
in his championship of fellow-Cantab Adams that he does not mention Hyp X (see Smart 1947 pp.21,
29, 34) — or Adams’ own excuses for its considerable error. (See also Smart Celestial Mechanics
London 1953 pp.253&262.) Instead he elects (idem) to promote only the pre-final two solutions (Hyp 1
& Hyp 2), which were much closer to the mark. (Isn’t this a kind of switch?)
60
The same excuse appeared at M16:456, in a part of his 1846/11/13 post-discovery presentation
which no historian has cited (other than DIO: see DA §E8) perhaps partly because it is less clear (than
the 10/15 letter) and does not explicitly cite the 9/2 letter (which DIO has said right along was the
reference: idem).
61
See DA fn 56. Note that in the 1846/10/15 letter and elsewhere, Adams proves far quicker and
more supple than Leverrier at realizing that both men’s elaborately perturbation-computed orbits were
flawed by their mutual initial assumption of the Bode’s Law distance 38 AU. In the full 10/15 letter,
one can see Adams pressing his case that he had been wiser than Leverrier in this respect. I believe
this is the best ground for defending Adams vs. Leverrier — however, it does not answer the question
of whether one ought to recognize post-discovery claims, especially after years of deliberate secrecy.
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G4
I.e., Adams himself was fully aware that (in addition to several previous alreadyconfusing longitude-predictions: fn 20) he had ultimately pointed Challis way off the correct
longitude for Neptune. So (as DIO has asked previously) why do Adams’ defenders62 ignore
this and pretend that his solution was good to roughly (or at least ordmag) a degree?
G5
A further point relative to Adams’ final (Hyp X) solution: one of the most popular
Brit alibis for losing Neptune was English nonpossession of the famous Berlin Starchart
Hour 21. Quite aside from our surprise discovery that, when the Cambridge search got
going, Neptune was moving conspicuously among the stars of Berlin Starchart Hour 22,
which Challis had,63 we have also found that the ecliptical Hyp X solution was south of the
southern limit64 of all the Berlin Starcharts. Airy’s 1846/7/12 letter to Challis (CON #4,
perhaps unpublished before DIO) notes at p.4 that Hour 22 covers some of the suspect
region, but (he wrongly says) not much.65 Unambiguous upshot: map-alibi-byebye.

H Big Gaps, Big Eyes, and Perfect Idiocy
H1
There are two suspiciously large gaps in the RGON record. Gap A: 1845/11/51846/6/26. Gap B: 1846/9/7-9/25.
H2
Gap A is demonstrably artificial, since Airy’s 1846/6/25 letter to Whewell (Rob
Smith’s crucial find)66 is conspicuously missing. Moreover, we again (as DA noted) have
no information about Adams’ Neptune activities for a key period of more than a half-year.
Sedgwick’s reference (12/6 p.2), to Adams perhaps getting bad advice (from Challis?)67 is
62
Virtually every popular history does so (sometimes just implicitly): [a] At the time of discovery,
Leverrier was only 1◦ off. True. [b] Adams’ solution agreed with his to within 1◦ . False for Hyp 1
or Hyp 2 or Hyp X. As one sees from DA’s Table 1 for 1846/9/23: Hyp 1 & Hyp 2 were both 2 ◦ east
of Neptune, and 3◦ east of Leverrier’s predicted planet. Hyp X was 12◦ west of Neptune, 11◦ west of
Leverrier. Adams’ 1846 Sept solution (“Hyp G”) agreed with Leverrier almost on the nose (within a
tenth of a degree: DA §G9) — but that was Leverrier’s early (1846/6/1) solution, and Hyp G (because
based on mismath: ibid §G4) is not the solution Adams later claimed he had given Airy in 1846 Oct
(see idem), alleging that he had instead given him Hyp 1 (but without dating this legendary document).
63
See Rawlins 1984N and DA fn 72.
64
DC §A6. The south bound of the Berlin Starcharts was declination −15 ◦ (epoch 1800.0).
65
On this (& Airy’s also-previously-unpublished 7/21 letter to Challis), see DA fn 72.
66
See Smith 1989 n.25.
67
See fn 23. Challis’ official 1846/12/12 report just says (SP p.li) that in the crucial period between
1845 Autumn and 1846 midsummer, “I had little communication with Mr Adams respecting the new
planet.” [That Challis was actually in close regular contact with Adams during this very time (§H6)
has been revealed by Kollerstrom, who finds: [a] The 1846/3/14 Adams diary entry (JCASJ) says
he walked with Challis all the way to the Observatory even though not visiting it. [b] “Adams was
[Challis’] own private friend” (Mrs.Airy to Sedgwick 1846/12/9).] But, then, Challis thought leaving
a gap in the record was the only way out: §H10. Even former Chief Ass’t to the Astr Royal H. H.
Turner was never allowed into the RGON file; see DB §C1 or Turner 1904 p.48 (“pinned”) and thus his
non-awareness (ibid p.65) of Airy’s “shadow” sleight (fn 26 or DA §B2). But Turner’s intelligence was
jostled by central nonsense in the myth’s implicit assumptions. Turner 1904 pp.70-71: “Challis never
made the most casual inquiry as to the result of [Adams’] visit to Greenwich which he himself had
directed Adams to make. I am judging [Challis] to some extent by default; because I assume the facts
from lack of evidence to the contrary . . . . [Challis] never even took the trouble to inquire on [Adams’]
return, ‘Well! how did you get on? What did the Astronomer Royal say?’ Had he put this simple
question . . . and learnt in consequence . . . that this sensitive young man thought Airy’s [1845/11/5
radial] question trivial, and did not propose to answer it, . . . . Even Challis might have been trusted to
reply, ‘Oh! but you must answer the Astronomer Royal’s question: you may think it stupid, but you
had better answer it politely, and show him that you know what you are about.’ ” Though I disagree
with Turner’s interpretation, I am grateful for his carrying through, to show what bizarre scenarios
one ends up with, by not facing the likelihood (DA §I10 item [2]) that, independently of Challis-Airy,
Adams was himself (especially after catching his 1845 math error: DA §F2) paralysed into silence
(fn 91) by his doubts regarding [a] the general trustworthiness of his math, and [b] the longitude that
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the nearest thing to a recorded answer to this mystery. [See also fn 73.]
H3
But we know that Airy-Challis-Adams met68 in early December, about the time
Leverrier’s 1st published memoir would have reached England, a temporal connection 1st
pointed out in DA (§D4), suggesting Airy could’ve then warned Adams that Leverrier might
be closing in on Neptune. In this context, one of DIO’s new findings reveals DA’s suspicion
as too conservative: for, in fact, Airy knew of Leverrier’s work from the outset.69
H4
On 1845/9/22, Airy was at a meeting of the French Institute,70 and it was presumably
there that he learned that Paris Observatory chief F. Arago had deputed Leverrier, the most
capable astronomer in the world (for this type of work), to eliminate the celestial offense of
Uranus’ nontabular meanderings — a problem that particularly plagued Airy, whose very
job it was to track the heavens accurately and who had already long since publicly branded
Uranus’ intractability as intolerable (G.Airy Report. . . [BAAS 1831-1832] London 1833),
echoing Laplace’s ultimate-theorist dream of banishing empirical terms from the heavens.
Airy’s famous official public 1846/11/13 Royal Astronomical Society presentation actually
cites (M16:395) his attendance at the French meeting — but it does not mention what he
learned there. (Recall the revelation of DA §E6 that, right after Neptune’s discovery — in
early Oct of 1846 — Airy also spied on Leverrier’s activities, by getting a pre-publication
look at his prediction-math’s details, in the office of the Astronomische Nachrichten, well
before Adams had put a single digit of his prediction-math before the public. [See fn 69.])
H5
This information guts the standard history, repeated now for 153y as if (well, what
are gaps for?) poor-naı̈ve Adams never even knew of Leverrier’s work. How else excuse
two glaring glitches in BritMything: [a] Adams was silent for months even after Leverrier’s
1846/6/1 paper. [b] Adams started work on Uranus well before Leverrier (something
stressed by Adamsians when it suits their claims of priority) but ended up finishing71 after
Leverrier (see §B9). (Item [b] despite Adams’ crucial advantage that, entirely due to his
secrecy: he [& Airy, fn 69], not Leverrier, knew that a race was on.)
H6
This central question was raised only once in the 1846 record we have when Sedgwick asked Airy (1846/12/6 p.5; quoted by Glaisher at SP xxvi n.1 & Smart 1947 1947
p.42) whether Adams had ever even been told that Leverrier was “at his heels”. AIRY
NEVER ANSWERED THIS QUESTION. He implicitly pseudo-answered it in his incredible hardly-knew-him 1846/12/4 letter to Sedgwick: “My whole epistolary communication
with Adams is printed in [M16]; and I never saw him but once somewhere with Challis (I
totally forget where) and once, when Hansen and I came for half a day to Cambridge and we
were walking across St. Johns’ bridge. The interview on each occasion might last 2 minutes.
would eventually result from it: §K2. Why else give top-of-page rank in Memo W to lost-star-based
Hyp W (§F3), if he really believed his own math was firm, precise, and completed?
68
Question: at this 1845 Dec meeting (or when Adams & Airy were both at the 1846/2/13 R.A.S.
meeting: fn 75), didn’t either man bring up the matter of the unanswered 1845/11/5 letter?! Another
weird inconsistency relating to Adams’ incredible lost-period (which includes Gap A).
69
Airy to Arago 1845/9/29 referred to: “M. Le Verrier’s undertaking to examine the theory of
Uranus.” (Also: “My calculations of some of Bouvard’s terms.” Which reminds us: Airy was one of
the tiny handful of British astronomers who understood the math of the Uranus problem. See §H4 and
DA §§E6-E7.) Not in NOAO copy of RGON, but faxed to DR by Elaine MacAuliffe, 1999/5/26.
70
This is precisely the date of Challis’ famous letter of introduction of Adams to Airy. The match is
subject to several interpretations. Prominently including, of course: pure coincidence.
71
Adams claimed (RGON: 1846/11/18 to Airy) that he had little time except during vacations to
do the Neptune work. However: [a] The unavailability of most of Adams’ diaries for the period in
question prevents us from checking this. [b] Some of his 1845 work on Neptune was completed on
April 28. (See JCASJ W.16 §E II or Sampson 1904 p.165.) And in 1846 April, he delivered a paper
(on another subject) at the R.A.S. (see DA §D1). (From these seasonal data, we can induce — partly by
analogy — that at least some of the time period between 1845/11/5 and 1846/9/2 was indeed available
to Adams for research.) [Additionally, the extant Adams 1846 March diary material shows that he was
doing research work in several directions at this time — but nothing on Neptune. And there is this
remark under 1846/3/14: “Did not do much today, feeling rather tired. . . .”]
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No other opportunity of seeing him.”72 [Note added 1999 Oct: Yet, Nicholas Kollerstrom
has just discovered a portion73 of Adams’ diaries, 1846/3/9-3/28; Nick noted it shows that
(during this supposedly-incommunicado period), Adams was in quite frequent touch with
Airy’s close friend Challis (who knew all about Leverrier’s progress), and evidently was
checking some atmospheric refraction data of Airy.74 (All of which only makes the RGON
file’s Gap A look more incredible yet.) So the orthodox story that Challis & Airy were not
communicating with Adams in this period appears to be just another smokescreen.]
H7
And there is yet another (often inadequately separated) burning question put to Airy
by Sedgwick in the same letter (also 12/3 letter pp.5-6): why Airy issued no immediate
public cry in 1846 June when the Leverrier-Adams agreement was first realized,75 instead of
keeping Adams’ prediction a “secret” (Sedgwick’s own word for it).76 Here, Airy did offer a
sort-of answer, in his 1846/12/8 letter (the one letter of the Sedgwick-Airy exchange which
Astronomer Royal H. Spencer Jones hid from Smart in 1946). But Airy never directly77
answered it. Both of 2 copies of Airy’s 12/8 letter were suppressed. (DA fn 12 had guessed
it spoke “of Adams in extremely blunt terms”.) [Other copy now available in JCASJ. So
both copies resurfaced near-simultaneously: §L8.] It’s part of the same Sedgwick-Airy
1846 Dec set which Astronomer Royal Christie had (DC §A3) asked for censorship of.
H8
[This letter’s heart was missing from the NOAO copy of RGON. But, at DIO’s
1999/7/7 request, Nicholas Kollerstrom (University College, London), with RGO Archivist
72
See RGON 1846/12/4 pp.1-2 (emph added), Smart 1947 p.40, or DA fn 75. Smart 1947 p.34
(footnote) dates the 1st meeting to 1845 Dec 4-6; the 2nd, to 1846/7/2.
73
[Part of Adams’ 1846 diaries survives (fn 67), covering most of March, but nothing on Neptune:
fn 17. The survival of just non-Neptune diary material, from a period so key to the Adams controversy,
only adds to an impression that contra-myth documents have been knowingly filtered out.]
74
[See fn 67. Adams’ entire 1846/3/19 diary entry: “Gave some further developments to my
[differential refraction] solution and worked some cases given by Airy.” Kollerstrom has also found
that Adams and astronomer J. Hind were communicating during 1846 Feb (JCASJ), but not on Neptune;
which may help explain why, after Neptune’s discovery, Hind expressed (1846/11/12 to R.Sheepshanks:
Rawlins 1984N or DA §B5) such disgust for “the inexcusable secrecy” of “the Cambridge people [who]
do their best for their own men.” Adams’ correspondence with Hind (who ran Bishop’s Observatory at
Regent’s Park) bears on the myth that England’s Neptune fumble was due to Challis’ & Airy’s inertia.
(Contra this, see Challis’ reasonable remarks at §B9.) But if Adams felt that Challis was too slow to
act, then he could at any time have told Hind where he thought Neptune was. (Or other astronomers:
Lord Rosse [see Smart 1947 p.46], W. Lassell, E. Cooper; all had access to major telescopes.) Hind,
soon to become famous as Britain’s greatest asteroid discoverer, could’ve searched out the planet at
least as ably as Challis, and would probably have moved more nimbly on the project. (On 1846/9/30,
Hind became the first Brit ever knowingly to observe Neptune, having just received a discovery-report
from the Continent.) But, then: Hind was not a Cantab.]
75
The standard Brit story implicitly tries to pretend (for why, see fn 68) that Adams & Airy had no
contact from 1845/11/5 until after the discovery. This laughable theory is refuted by their encounters of
1845 Dec (§H3) & 1846/7/2 (§B11). (See also DB §G8: 1846/2/13.) A more intriguing hint: Airy said
(M16:405) that in the late summer, Adams “was not aware of my absence from England” — yet the
day, on which Adams posts allegedly the first letter he ever wrote to Airy (1846/9/2), was the last when
mail could reach Airy (who was vacationing: §I2) at Wiesbaden, which he departed 9/7 (M16:405).
We note that Challis wrote Airy the same day (M16:405), also after a substantial silence.
76
See RGON Sedgwick to Airy 1846/12/6; essentially same question also in Sedgwick’s 12/3 letter
to Airy (quoted at Smart 1947 pp.42 & 39, resp). Airy’s first claim that it was not his responsibility to
publish Adams is in his 12/4 reply. (RGON p.4; quoted at Smart 1947 p.40).
77
Some may say that an indirect answer was Airy’s 1846/12/4 (fn 76) and 12/8 (§H8) protests that
it wasn’t up to him to decide when to publish. (Irrelevant. See fn 91’s conclusion.) However: [a] If
distribution of Adams’ findings was up to Adams, then why was Airy in June telling Herschel, Whewell,
Babbage, Peacock, etc? — but not the French or the public. (And were not Challis’ & Herschel’s
1846/10/1 public letters taking right of publication from Adams? — which could as well have been
done in June. If Adams approved. Which is the whole issue.) [b] But such revelations in June would
instantly have triggered demands for Adams’ predicted longitude; thus, one is right back up against the
flaw common to all Adamsian excuses: he had as yet no solution he trusted enough to make public.
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Perkins’ willing help, recovered78 the letter’s startling center, revealing fully at last Airy’s
private sardonic contempt for his detractors’ conception of events (and of ultimate blame).
Replying to Sedgwick’s 12/6 letter, Airy simply created a spoof upon it:
I will put your propositions into the form, in which there is not the most
trifling exaggeration.
Sedgwick’s Theory and Rules thereon founded
1) Every Cambridge man is a Baby, and cannot walk out except he has a
Nurse to trot him out.
2) Only Extra-Cantabs79 are eligible as Nurses. No resident, not even a
Plumian Professor [Challis], is competent to this office.
3) Simple nomination of an Extra-Cantab by Baby imposes on such ExtraCantab . . . all the duties and responsibilities of Nurse.
4) The regular duty of the Nurse is, to divine the unexpressed wishes of
the Baby to walk, and then to take him out.
5) This responsibility of the Nurse is not removed even though the Baby
take a fit of the pique and refuse to answer questions, or though the Baby
refuse to clothe himself in what the Nurse considers to be a proper walking
dress.]
H9
As for Gap B, 1846/9/7-9/25. This hole is only broken by the 9/25 letter from Berlin
Observatory Director J. Encke to RGO: “it is highly probable that Le Verrier’s planet is
discovered.”80 Gap B may matter because Adams said on 1846/9/7 (RGON p.2, emph
added): “I hope by tomorrow [9/8] to have obtained approximate values of the Incl. and
Long. of the Node, which I shall have great pleasure in communicating to you.” (Solutions
at JCASJ W.16 §G.)81 The italicized words were clipped off this quote when Airy published
it (without ellipsis) at M16:408, and there is no 9/8 Adams letter in the RGON file. Did
the letter (assuming it ever existed) perhaps also offer a guess about longitude that would
look even worse than those of Memo W? Or did it express reservations about the whole
project? Obvious innocent explanations exist here (e.g., fn 81); but, when a record has been
manipulated for so long, dark speculations are invited. Again, natural human selectivity is
exactly why post-discovery claims should (as a matter of policy) never be allowed.
H10
There are other gaps. And those in logic exceed those in time. But, then, Challis’
1846/12/19 letter to Airy said that Adams’ behavior in not publishing was so peculiar that
the public would never understand, so “a hiatus must remain in the history”.
78
[Kollerstrom was the first to make public the 1846/12/8 letter’s middle, which will forever be
remembered as one of the most striking texts of the whole affair. Nick thus has the privilege of first
evaluation (1999/7/24): “My feeling is that Airy’s comments here are very fair and well-balanced. The
question which I suspect he never asked himself, however, despite his Proposition 3, is why he chose
to accept the rôle of ‘Nurse’. I’d say this is the nearest Airy ever comes to expressing the Truth . . . .”]
79
There is an unexpected implication here. DR has previously shown that astronomers such as
Hind scoffed at Univ Cambridge for nonpublication of its Neptune researches. But no one previously
suspected that Airy (himself an eminent Cantab) was privately doing likewise — and (in hurt from
Cambridge’s treatment of him) now counting himself as a non-Cantab.
80
“Highly probable” reflects an odd restraint; Encke, who knew orbit theory, previously doubted the
existence of Leverrier’s planet. (A fact Encke modestly never hid: C. Bruhns Johann Franz Encke . . .
1869 p.303. Note: so Airy was not the only skeptical expert.) Encke goes on in this historic letter,
fresh from the discovery-site: “Le Verrier by letter [arriving] 23rd Sept asked Herrn Dr Galle to look
for it, and the same evening, during a comparison of the sky with the excellent academical Starchart
of Herrn Dr Bremiker (Hora XX1), there appeared to Herrn Dr Galle an 8th magnitude star which was
not found on the map. . . . By the 24th Sept, it had gone 10 retrograde. . . . The motion agrees fully with
Leverrier, so that this is a most magnificent discovery.” It was Encke who carried through Bessel’s
Sternkarten idea (fn 5), which aimed at helping to find new planets (Bruhns op cit pp.117-125).
81
Or Sampson 1904 pp.169-170. (See also Adams’ 1846/9/10&16 memos, misfiled in JCASJ under
1843.) Adams got several large, disparate inclinations which may’ve discouraged his writing RGO.
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H11
DA was the 1st Neptune history which drew detailed attention (DA §E3) to Adams’
reluctance to publish his predicted elements (which would have required but two lines in
the following week’s Athenæum) even after Neptune’s discovery. Again, our remarks in
DA (§§D6 & E) turn out to have been too conservative. In a vital RGON 1846/11/3 letter,
Challis reports that, after well over a month of silence since the discovery, Adams is STILL
reluctant to tell the public what he had allegedly been predicting for over a year. DA §E3
noted the suspiciousness here of Adams’ apparent trouble in getting his story straight; now
that we have found actual testimony about Adams’ reluctance to commit to anything, we are
not just speculating about his nervousness — a condition that does not enhance confidence
in the reliability and non-selectivity of his eventual well-known 11/13 R.A.S. report. When
the person who stole the RGON file wrote the 1971 DSB article on Challis, he quoted the
part of the 1846/11/3 letter showing Challis’ reluctance to speak to the R.A.S. on 1846/11/13
— but the part showing that Adams also looked likely to duck out was suppressed82 (see
similarly at fn 55) and is only now being made known in this DIO paper.
H12
Which segues us into the standard evasion of the simple (§B9) reality behind the
Adams myth: his alleged naı̈vete. For, the revealing fact that Adams didn’t publish must
be explained-away if one is to preserve the claim of Adams’ priority. But his total nonpublication was inexplicable without frankly admitting the §B9 truth (a course which would,
however, kill Adams’ claim to firstness); thus, one had to go to such alibi-extremes that, up
to now, these recourses’ wildness has never been fully revealed. It got to the point where
the loyalest important Cantab defender of Adams (Sedgwick) could only reply to Airy’s
reasonable §H8 response (that Adams not Airy had to decide when to publish) by admitting
Adams had behaved “very like a simpleton”. Or so Smart 1947 p.42 renders it. But
the original of the letter (RGON) actually puts it more strongly: “like a very simpleton”.
Question: when your top defender can only explain your actions by pleading you as a
perfect idiot, can your case be regarded as credible? (See also fn 42.)

I Airy’s Slyness
I1
No defender of Airy can convincingly explain away his keeping the French in the
dark about Adams in his 6/26 letter83 to Leverrier (§B11). This was not square dealing (nor
was his silence to Hansen: §B11); as Airy’s subsequent “desperate” (M16:403) steps show,
he was scheming to grab Leverrier’s planet for England. And for Geo. Airy (§B11).
I2
A previously-unnoted Airy ethical contradiction: he later said (M16:397) that, had
Adams replied to Airy’s now-famous 1845/11/5 letter of inquiry (§B8) about the Adams
theoretical perturber’s radial effects, Airy would have immediately helped Adams with all
his power. Well, Leverrier did reply (6/28) to the very same question — but Airy didn’t
help Leverrier a bit. (Quite to the contrary.) His public alibi (1846/11/13, M16:402) was
82
Same selective suppression at Smart 1947 p.38. Challis to Airy (1846/11/3, RGON file): “I am
sorry to say that I can give no hopes of Adams’ being able to undertake the [R.A.S.] Astronomical
Report. He is moderator this year, & this, with his College duties, takes his time. I am in difficulty
about this Report, & should be glad to see some means of getting out of it.” (Smart and the DSB quote
only the final sentence.) Challis’ witness to the fact that Adams (contra Adams to Airy 10/15 p.3)
shared Challis’ reluctance to speak is plainly consistent with Adams’ weeks of glaring unwillingness to
transmit a single number about his predicted planet to the public (§H11), to understandably-inquiring
French scientists, or, indeed, to anyone outside his circle of Cantab conspirators — even while Challis
and he were somehow able to find plenty of their precious time to fire off letter after letter to the
press (§B8) on, e.g., how to give a British name to the new planet. This is the standard hunkerers’
lodge&dodge tactic (& see, e.g., conclusion of News Notes, above) a technique which enables its
employer to: [a] lodge any story he likes, even while [b] dodging live cross-examination on it.
83
Airy registered Adams’ work by his 6/25 letter to Whewell, which may be absent from the RGON
file since it makes Airy’s 6/26 silence to Leverrier look scheming. (DA fn 12 wonders if this silence was
due to Airy’s learning on 6/26 that Adams was still-groping along, unsure of his math’s indications.)
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that he was off on vacation to the Continent! This almost humorously incredible & bold
excuse neglects to explain how Airy managed (while speeding eastward for the Continent)
to detour north to Ely (7/9) to conspire with Geo. Peacock and Challis (both of Cambridge),
laying elaborate plans84 for catching Neptune ahead of foreigners and nonCantabs.

J Bloody Beak & Rank Lies: Airy’s Ire at Adams’ Worst Alibi
J1
When public rage at Airy was cresting in late 1846, Cambridge was abuzz with a
lie which had a natural appeal (see DA fn 52) to all those who sympathize with victims
of arrogant injustice. The lie (and that was Sedgwick’s blunt term for it, e.g., RGON
1846/12/9) was that Airy had “snubbed” Adams in 1845 Autumn. As with alot of lies, it
got very fanciful — down to detailed allegations (Sedgwick to Airy 1846/12/6 p.1) that
Adams had an appointment at a certain time but was not received.
J2
Airy could hardly believe the fantastic cast of these rumors. He was not in an upbeat
mood to begin with: publicly portrayed as a liar by the French,85 his defense against Cantab
anger was hobbled by his own ethically-inexplicable behavior towards Leverrier (§I). As
he fought to survive a two-front war somewhat of his own making, his 12/8 letter, trying to
stamp out dumb lies about himself, answers juster criticism by stonewalling: “here finishes
my Cambridge discussion. The next blow will probably be from Paris.” He’d already
resigned himself to being abused (12/4 p.1), wryly quoting an ancient warning:
“Those who in quarrels interpose / Must often wipe a bloody nose.”
J3
Smart 1947 p.42 had quoted Airy-to-Sedgwick at this tense time: “I must have a
very low opinion of those who have so taken it up that my old friend [Sedgwick] has felt
himself obliged to question me as if I were a criminal”.86 DA launched the new theory
that Airy was referring to Adams. The full RGON file (though superficially ambiguous)87
contains strongly worded evidence (§J8) encouraging this view.
J4
Sedgwick’s letters tried to convince Airy that Adams had no rôle in starting these
rumors. Airy knew better. But as a canny politician he also knew better than to counterattack
a hero in public, no matter whom the facts actually favored. However, Airy knew the awful
truth all along — and he knew it more reliably than anyone has previously suspected.
J5
For, his brother Wm. Airy was reporting directly and specifically to him all of the
anti-Airy rumors got up at Adams’ college, St. Johns. Even months after the discovery,
Wm. Airy writes his brother (RGON 1846/12/9):
When I was at Cambridge last week I heard so much about the new planet
that I actually dreamed about it. You are aware, I know, that the Johnians
have taken up the cudgels against you for “snubbing” Adams . . . . the charge
84
Details summarized in DA (e.g., §B4) or M16:404. Main plan elaborated in Airy’s 1846/7/12 letter
(CON #4) to Challis.
85
Leverrier (1846/10/16) asks — quite reasonably — how Airy could claim England had the slightest
convincing priority (or even capability for it) when Airy had had to ask Leverrier (6/26) about the radial
effect of the predicted planet. He evidently wondered if the Brits made up the whole story. Evidence
contra this idea cannot be found in any continuous record: DA §I9. [And see fn 73.]
86
Airy’s skill at fending off embarrassing questions with a how-dare-you pose helped him survive
— but it does not help his credibility with an historian.
87
Some may dispute DR’s interpretation here, so I give full contrary data. Airy’s 12/10 letter ends
by making peace with Adams, which politician Airy knew he had to do. But the RGON file contains
repeated evidences (fn 89) known to Airy: [a] that Adams was the source of the “snubbing”-rumor (as
if one even needed evidence on such an obvious point, after all, who else had a motive to tell such
a lie?), and [b] that Adams, even as he finally tried to find innocent explanations for Airy’s 1845 Oct
unavailability, harbored a deep and almost inoperable regret-resentment over not seeing Airy on that
2nd visit to RGO. Thus, Airy’s most private remarks (first revealed to the world in this paper: §J8)
express no forgiveness towards Adams and instead contain a crisp and intelligent summing-up of the
whole discreditable Adams-circle slander, a lie that has continued into modern histories, e.g., DA §E7.
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was stated by Babington of St. Johns (a friend88 I believe of Adams) either in
Trinity Combination Room, or at Sedgwick’s rooms on Audit night.
J6
And no denial by Sedgwick (or anyone else), of Adams’ involvement in starting
these rumors, could erase from Airy’s memory the remarks Adams had made in a recent
part-apology part-alibi letter (11/18 p.3) to Airy himself, saying that Adams was “much
pained”89 at not having been able to see Airy during the legendary failed visits to RGO in
1845 Autumn. Adams initially (later retracting) blamed Airy not with vicious intent,90 but
rather in quite natural disappointment (at missing out on a unique discovery) — abetted by
an equally natural if unadmirable delusion that someone else was the problem.
J7
Airy’s rage peaks in his 1846/12/8 letter to Sedgwick. Again, this is the very letter
that DIO indicated (DA §A6 and DC §§A3&A5) was deliberately suppressed. [It is now
finally public in full (§H8) thanks to the honesty of Nick Kollerstrom and Adam Perkins.]
Airy’s charge (§H8) was so strong that Sedgwick (12/9) called it “ludicrous”. (But he had
not seen Adams’ unqualified 11/18 blubbery wail-tale: §J6.)
J8
Airy’s view of Adams is suggested by a newly revealed 12/11 note to brother Wm.:
The Johnian story to which you allude was a capital example of the sort of
connivance among associated persons which produces rank fibs. Sedgwick
went thoroughly into the matter and at length produced the final retraction of
the story.
J9
Airy’s fury subsided when old-friend-intermediary Sedgwick confronted Adams and
at last got him to admit frankly his own blame (for not answering Airy’s 1845/11/5 letter
— said letter being Airy’s does-this-look-like-a-snub? trumpcard91 when answering Sedgwick). Airy then magnanimously if toothgrindingly tells Sedgwick (1846/12/4) he’ll be
88
He too (like Adams) was forced by Sedgwick to retract the falsehood that Airy had snubbed Adams:
Sedgwick to Airy 12/6. [Adams’ diary entry of 1846/3/12 mentions a Babington.]
89
Also Adams’ 1846/12/6 remarks to Sedgwick (as he reported in his letter to Airy of that day,
finished on 12/7 and postmarked then): “(1) He called at the [Royal Greenwich] Observatory soon
after his calculations were finished — the Astronomer Royal away — Bad luck [DR: though, see
fn 67 & DA §H4], but no blame anywhere — this was Sept. [1845] — (2) Called again (Oct. the
same autumn) & the Astronomer Royal out — left his card — told that Airy would return soon, &
therefore left word that he would call again — (3) Did call again (I think in a little more than an hour)
& was told that the Astronomer Royal was at dinner & had no message & therefore went away . . . .
added he did not call by appointment — He only took his chance on his way back from Devonshire to
Cambridge . . . . I collected that he had been mortified (I am not using his own words) at receiving no
message on the second call in October —.” Emph in orig. The letter continues (the quotation-marks
now become Sedgwick’s, as he quotes Adams directly): “I thought . . . that though he [Airy] had
been at dinner he could have sent me a reply, or perhaps spoken a word or two to me: but I am now
convinced that he never knew of my second call — that the servant had not delivered my message along
with my card —” Sedgwick goes on in his own words: “I asked him [Adams] whether [this incident]
had any influence in preventing his reply to Prof. Airy’s [1845/11/5] note. He said in answer, that
had these not happened he possibly might have replied more readily . . . .” (Smart 1947 has already
published excerpts from these exchanges, though he could only guess about the most important letter
[1846/12/8], since it was kept from him; also from J.Glaisher earlier: SP xxvi-xxvii.)
90
Which is partly why Airy forgave Adams (& see §J4). Also, Airy valued Adams’ rare intellect.
(And modesty: see the lovely tale at Smart 1947 pp.16-17, justly ranking Adams as “a prince among
Senior Wranglers”.) Adams’ rumors may’ve started defensively: as early as 1846/10/10, he was told
(by friend E.Spencer, JCASJ 14/15/3) that Airy was laying “the whole blame upon your shoulders”.
91
But it doesn’t tell us why Airy didn’t ask Adams about the 1845/11/5 question at their three known
personal encounters [see also Kollerstrom’s recent find in Adams’ diary: §H6)] between then and the
discovery (fn 68 & fn 75: 1845/12-1846/7/2). The obvious reason? Adams was going back over,
shoring up, and extending his work — so he had no firm solution for Airy until later (fn 20: 1846/9/2).
But openly admitting this would end Britain’s priority-claim, so the ridiculous implicit contradiction
pointed out at the beginning of this footnote had to stand (actually hide: no pre-DIO account has even
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glad to receive Adams — even while gloating that Adams had been “trounced” enough
(over his nonresponse to Airy’s 11/5 letter) to put him in his place.92
J10
So Airy survived — and (just as Adams finally rose to the heights of theoretical
astronomy: see DA’s happy conclusion), Airy went on to be one of the great figures in the
history of astronomy, that rare able administrator who was also a top-notch theorist. (The
two types rarely combine, pioneer physicist Arago being a particularly sad example of the
norm: though he was Leverrier’s 1845 deputer and intensely loyal 1846 champion, he fell
from power a few years later — at Leverrier’s own hands.)

K Tale-Reduction
Summing-down our newly-informed view of the Neptune-chase history, one can say that
preventing the old mythty-eyed tale from leading one astray requires only that one not lose
sight of the indisputable key truths:
K1
Adams deliberately, repeatedly, systematically kept his results secret from the world.
His later defense, told to Sedgwick (relayed93 to Airy 1846/12/6), was almost funny: that
telling a fellow-secrecy-conspirer constituted the equivalent of publication.
K2
As already noted at §B9 & fn 20 (from DA), Adams’ alibis are each demonstrably
either irrelevant or false. The truth is simple but is too unromantic for writers to like: while
jumping about with various predicted longitudes (fn 20) for Neptune, Adams couldn’t
feel confident of Neptune’s place94 UNTIL HE VARIED THE MEAN DISTANCE (in his
rigorous perturbation math: Hyp 2 vs Hyp 1), and he did not send the result (Hyp X)
to RGO until 2 days after Leverrier’s last paper was already published. This (perhaps
reasonable) caution — and maybe also Adams’ (ironically backfired) desire to sneak a
march on Leverrier by not even telling him that they were racing95 — is all there ever was
behind Adams’ hitherto-mysterious publication-delay, a delay which created both the nonpinpoint-prediction disaster and the pinpoint-prediction myth of Adams’ miss of Neptune.
remarked the contradiction) in the place of honest history. (Note resemblance to fn 67.) Obviously,
(but see fn 51), Airy was, at some point before 1846 Sept, aware of Adams’ math block, unless we
assume (as incredibly, the standard history has implicitly assumed) Airy set the largest UK refractor on
the most intensive sky search ever up to that time without consulting (at least via Challis, with whom
Airy was in dense correspondence) the next-door Cantab mathematician whose work co-launched the
whole project. NB: Adams’ non-reply is no excuse for incuriosity now regarding his research’s status.
92
Airy to Sedgwick (RGON 1846/12/10 p.2) comments on the latter’s recent questions, which “no
gentleman if free would ask and which no gentleman could be expected to answer. . . . I am now
perfectly satisfied with what you have done . . . . But never let me see the low fellows who have caused
it. With Adams, I have no quarrel whatever (he acted discourteously in not answering my [1845/11/5]
inquiry, but he has been much trounced for it and so that is over) and I shall be glad to see him at
any time.” Note that the Adams-circle’s ridiculous and refutable slanders against Airy allowed him to
concentrate his fire where he was genuinely wronged — and, having shamed Sedgwick a bit, Airy was
thus eventually able to distract Sedgwick from the points where Airy himself had behaved badly: §H8
& §I. Airy finally resorted to the ultimate ploy of the cornered: he shut off discussion: §J2 & fn 86.
93
According to this letter (12/3 p.3), Adams told Sedgwick that he had “done my best” in sending
his results to the two national observatories and had assumed Airy had told colleagues about his results.
(See fn 42 and Airy’s convincing rejoinder [RGON 12/4 p.3 or Smart 1947 p.40]: Adams’ non-reply
to Airy’s 1845/11/5 inquiry shows that Adams “did not do his best”.) Yet Adams’ own failure to
mention his research to the R.A.S. (DA §D1) or to speak up when he met (above: §B11) the great
celestial mechanist P. Hansen (whose equations Adams was using!) shows that he took a share in the
Cantab-circle secrecy [see also fn 74] — which cost him a share in the planet.
94
[Adams’ constant companion (fn 67) Challis believed that in 1845, Neptune’s “position was
determined but roughly” by Adams’ work (§B9). Possibly Adams was only inspired by Leverrier (his
1846/6/1 paper) to perform a solution using a mean distance other than the Bode value 38 AU.]
95
See §H5. Leverrier & Adams raced to be the first to achieve a solution independent of a pre-assumed
mean distance. Leverrier finished in August and published 1846/8/31. Adams sent his solution to RGO
two days later. (DA §D5 suggests a possible causal connection, though see fn 75.)
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References
Same as in DA & DB [p.4’s abbreviations], but with these additions:
RGON file = Royal Greenwich Observatory Neptune file.96
JCASJ = John C. Adams papers,97 St. John’s College (Cambr), cited by box/folder/item.
DA = D.Rawlins 1992W. DIO 2.3 ‡9.
DB = D.Rawlins 1994N. DIO 4.2 ‡10.
DC = DIO 7.1 ‡5 §A.

L Note Added 1999 October
As the clenchjawed Brit establishment attempts (e.g., fn 2) to cope with the ghastly
disaster of public vindication of DIO’s charge98 (published nowhere else) that RGO’s recent
penultimate high official stole the RGON file, the inevitable establishment alibis (e.g., §C7)
are even now building. A warning: If the establishment gets the have-cake&eat-it idea
that it can tuck away embarrassing key archival data for decades and later pay no price, by
shrug-pretending it was all a mixup (similar case at DIO 10 1), then no file or historical
truth will be safe. And the RGON file’s long disappearance was no accident:
L1
The theft undeniably occurred close to the time when an openly skeptical scholar
(DR) asked to see the RGON file.
L2
The file had topsecret status long before the RGO official in question was even born.
(See, e.g., fn 67.)
L3
The filching official himself said (§C7 item 4) that he got into the Neptune case by
request and as part of his official RGO duties. For this reason among others (fn 26), it is
obvious that Astronomer Royal Woolley knew who had the file.
L4
Are we to believe that when Woolley was asked (by DR) to see this sensitive file, it
is purely coincidental that the person who hid it was his closest colleague? (The Henry IIBecket who-will-rid-me parallel [earlier Brit history] is almost too obvious.) See §C2.
L5
Photocopy machines were common in the 1960s, so there was no need for a researcher
to remove a whole file of original mss.
L6
Not even a copy of the 1967-promised RGO list of the file’s contents was ever
forthcoming (see fn 29 and §L9).
L7
All 1960s RGO letters to DR regarding the “missing” file were (§B13) on private
stationery, while letters on other matters were on official RGO stationery.
L8
Copies of the long-hidden full Adams-Sedgwick exchange have existed all along in
JCASJ, though for over a century this file’s letters were largely uncataloged (and therefore
unaccessible, as DR learned during a 1996 Sept visit). But in 1998 Nov, right after the
RGON file fell into foreign hands, the project of organizing them was begun (& rapidly
completed by E. Q. Lawrence). So both copies of the key 1846/12/8 letter reappeared with
impressive simultaneity (§H7): within a time ordmag 1/1000 the size of their secrecy-spans.
L9
During the brief period (1967) when RGO acknowledged to DR (DB §E10) that it
had the file, RGO was making up a list of selected “letters for examination” (DB §E11) —
i.e., it was preparing to hide the most embarrassing letters (just as had been done before
Wm. Smart saw part of this material in 1946-1947). In brief, censorship was the 1960s RGO
policy regarding these documents; and the file’s disappearance at this very time displays a
consistency (with that suppressive mentality) which is pathetically obvious.
96
Originals at University of Cambridge Library. Microfilm available (tel 44-1223-33-3056, Adam
Perkins). Copies can also be made by NOAO in Tucson, AZ (tel 520-318-8295, Mary Guerrieri) or
NOAO in Cerro Tololo (tel 56-51-225-415, Elaine MacAuliffe).
97
We are indebted to Kathryn McKee (Technical Services Librarian, St. John’s College) for faxing
new material from this source — and to Nicholas Kollerstrom for alerting DIO to its sudden availability.
98
See above at §B14; original publication in DA §C 5 (1992) & DB §H6 (1994).

